Abstract: The present paper discusses the importance of general commercial terms and business conditions as basis for the conclusion of commercial contracts. The paper describes the historical development of general commercial terms and the increasing importance of individually stipulated standard-form contracts as well as the influence of both legal sources on the contract practice in international trade. The notion “general commercial terms” (abbr. GCT) designates proposals for standard contracts as produced in many cases by neutral experts of national and international organizations, whereas the notions “terms of business” or “general terms of business” refer to standard-form contracts which one party to a contract or both submit and which are accepted by the parties as basis of their negotiations. Subsequently, the advantages and disadvantages associated with the use of general commercial terms on the one hand, and individually negotiated terms of business on the other will be identified. The paper also distinguishes general contract conditions according to their types and formations, both from the point of view of international law and with regard to Czech statute law, as it is established mainly in the Civil Code. However, this paper does not only present the legal issues affiliated with the employment of general commercial terms and “parties’ terms of business”, it also focuses on the economic aspects of the use of established contract forms and conditions. Likewise, the paper is working out the areas where general commercial terms are applied in international trade and it points at important international organizations that work with, or contribute to, general commercial terms, such as the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT), and the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) etc. Thus, the work shall demonstrate the importance and indispensability of general contract terms and individually submitted and negotiated terms of business in the trade of goods, whether international or national.
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1  INTRODUCTION

The use of general commercial terms and pre-formulated business conditions facilitates the conclusion of contracts. The entire content of the contract need not be renegotiated in every particular case as previous consent is enough, if both parties agree on those parts of the contract concerning their mutual rights and duties which are proposed by appropriate general commercial terms or standard-form contracts. This process is economically important since it creates standardized settlements
which are characteristic for the business sector worldwide. Reference to general commercial terms in contracts does not mean that the contracting parties may not include additional provisions which they do not want to give up. By adjustment of individual contracts in reference to general commercial terms or business conditions of the parties, the risk connected with misconceptions and disputes that may be induced by the contract is lower. General commercial terms often make the provisions of law less ambiguous and more precise or eventually regulate questions, which are not considered or not regulated by the parties, or only marginally regulated by statute law.

In the field of international trade the parties to a commercial contract cannot be expected to specifically negotiate all complex terms of such a contract. Such conduct should not be envisaged as the regular proceeding in international business; rather the parties should use terms and clauses which are already well accepted and offered to contracting businessmen in different forms. Nevertheless, it cannot be neglected that the use of general commercial terms provides not only advantages, but disadvantages for either of the contracting parties as well. Among the most important advantages we may sort out the strengthening of the legal and economic securities of the parties in connection with the choice of the applicable law, the rationalization and acceleration of the contractual process. The express agreements of the parties should be limited to supplementary stipulations only, if other rights and obligations are well adjusted in the general commercial terms to which the parties refer. If the same parties repeatedly conclude contracts of identical or similar content they may identify the most frequently occurring risks and problems and counteract by incorporating a suitable set of covenants. From this point of view, the general commercial terms, in fact, make the contractual process less expensive and save the time of the parties. Within the range of party autonomy it is possible to deviate from the content of statutory provisions whenever the legal adjustment would not deal with all the answers which could be in the interest of the parties. The precise definition of the rights and obligations of the parties may ultimately minimize the risk of the dispute and save procedural costs. It is also important to realize that conducting litigation abroad may be lengthy, costly, and often unpredictable as to its outcome.

One of the disadvantages that are frequently connected with the use of general commercial terms and pre-formulated terms of business is the restriction of contractual freedom, which is generated by the one party to the contract refusing to allow the modification of her/his business terms, while the same party is holding a stronger economic position than the other. Such a situation will leave to the other party only one choice, either to conclude the contract, or to abstain thereof. Thus, the generalization resulting from the use of standard terms for all the contracts concerning identical or very similar performances may have a detrimental effect for the weaker of the contracting parties, whenever it would be more proper to negotiate the contract in regard of its particular performance and content. In practice, each party to the contract is trying to enforce the terms and conditions which are incorporated in the standard contract forms which the party is using as a basis for contracts, and to reject the proposed contract terms of the other party. This scenario often appears as the so-called “battle of forms”, which means that each of the contracting parties resorts to the own business conditions, notwithstanding their divergent content. Or, one party sends a proposition of the contract to the other thereby referring to the terms as included in her/his standard form, the other accepts the offer and encloses her/his own terms of business which provide diverging clauses. In the end the crucial question is, whether and on which basis an agreement has been reached. This situation is undesirable and a better approach would be a consultation of individual points of the

general commercial terms conditions and a search for the interpretation of the parties' statements that is more suitable for both parties and would render a compromise possible.²

With regard to national as well as international business contracts, it must not be neglected, that standard form contracts are usually used by contracting parties of a certain dimension, not by small traders or by consumers. Usually the legally and economically stronger party to a contract is in the position to enforce the contract in accordance with the own favourable conditions of business. In international trade many general commercial terms suggest the use of model contract clauses which would guarantee a neutral treatment of the interest of both commercial parties. For contracts between business persons and consumers protective measures in favour of the latter are stated in national consumer laws implementing the relevant EU-Directives.³

In connection with the disadvantages it should be mentioned at this point, that in international business there cannot be provided the same protection for businessmen as is granted to the consumers in consumer contracts. Dangers stemming from the fact that in commercial contracts both parties are business persons are somehow mitigated by the use of standardized proposals of general commercial terms elaborated by international organizations; however, some risks and a certain platform of difficulties still remain.⁴

The main functions of internationally unified general commercial terms include, in particular,⁵ the rationalization of contract negotiations. Parties can prepare and clarify at an early time already some complicated questions, which could prolong the negotiation of the contract. They can also have a positive psychological influence which may contribute to the elimination of stress in the formation of the contract and may have a positive impact for future developments and negotiations with the foreign partner. The use of general terms and conditions may be helpful in overcoming the differences between the legal systems involved by finding solutions which are acceptable for business persons from different countries, with different legal systems and dissimilar economic stages of development. circumstances. Indeed, the idea of unification of the rules of international trade and commerce is strongly promoted by the international and supranational institutions offering model contracts on the European and global scale.

2 HISTORICAL CONCEPT AND ESTABLISHMENT OF GENERAL COMMERCIAL TERMS

From the historical point of view, the general terms and conditions and their successful establishment relate to the interest for the most profitable approach to the realisation of the high number of

contractual relations in the commercial business. Modern history clearly shows that general commercial terms developed and found an increasingly widespread application in the context of the industrial revolution with its industrialized mass production requesting conformable contracts.\(^6\) Despite the many references in the Anglo-American literature on the law of commercial contracts in this time,\(^7\) general commercial terms were used already much earlier.\(^8\) There is evidence of their use in ancient Roman law.\(^9\) Landlords were the first among the businessmen of that time who resorted to unilaterally advantageous clauses in their contractual arrangements.\(^10\) Further development proceeded in connection with the medieval evolution of Private International Law as a result of the impressive development of the law of international trade in the legal systems of the northern Italian cities from the 12th to the 15th centuries.\(^11\)

In the context of early border-crossing contracts general commercial terms mainly concerned contracts of transport, whether by land or sea. In particular, maritime trade was significantly more dangerous than it is today.\(^12\) The amount or level of risk also corresponded to the necessary insurance of the transported goods, eventually, a loss of valuable cargo. Similarly, insurance contracts became soon standardized, and new model contracts were formulated, which were recognized by the judicial institutions of the concerned states.\(^13\) Thus, the maritime insurance industry was strongly expanding in the 16th century and, as a result of the economic power of the Hanseatic cities, standardized contracts became an acknowledged tool in trade and commerce in Northern Europe as well. However, the true appearance of the mass use of general commercial terms was a reaction to the Industrial Revolution.\(^14\) Not only the transport sector benefited from the technological progress as it had to comply with the demands for the most flexible, economical, and least time-consuming means of transporting. The break-through of steam-powered railways and their undoubted benefits for business and trade accelerated the use of general commercial terms. This development continued with the increasing haulage of goods by steam liners and trucks driven by combustion-engines and the entry of air transport and shipping, thereby expanding the scope of border-crossing business relations. Over the centuries, the content of general commercial terms has been gradually changing and has switched from the questions concerning the insurance of the transport of goods to other aspects which became standardized and have led to the creation of general commercial terms for the delivery of goods to the final consumer.

It was not only the technological progress, that played a significant role in the development of general commercial terms, rather, that striking development was attributable to a change in legal

---

\(^12\) Currently it is necessary to mention problematics of piracy and dangers on sea connected with it, more on Commercial Crime Services. IMB Piracy & Armed Robbery Map 2017, 2017. Available at :<https://www.icc-ccs.org/piracy-reporting-centre/live-piracy-map> (accessed on 5th November 2018).
\(^14\) Ibid.
conditions as well. This change was attributable to the evolution of free trade and the occurrence of a plurality of national judicial systems on the global market which requested a harmonization of the rules of trade law to which the acting participants of international trade might adhere world-wide.

In the early period of industrialization, in the middle of the 19th century, the development of the law of general commercial terms has been influenced by large professional associations that were creating models of contracts to be applied by the businesspersons of a specific sector of the economy. These non-governmental associations included, for example, the “Waren-Verein der Hamburger Börse e.V.”, the London Corn Trade Association which exists until today under the name “Grain and Feed Trade Association”. “… In that time all the businesses with a type of goods such as wheat, feed, coffee, rubber, sugar which were transported across the seas have been fully controlled by the forms. In the business with other products such as wood, meat, leather, grease, tea it was not used so universal as in the previous group, however, it was showing tendencies to a boom.” Indeed, the number of other associations whose members were dealing on the basis of their own general terms and conditions became more numerous since that time. For example: The British Wool Confederation; the Cocoa Association of London Ltd; the Federation of Oilseeds and Fats Associations; the International Wool Textile Organization; the Liverpool Cotton Association, the International Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC), The European Engineering Industries Association (Omagl), and others.

The content of the general commercial terms as proposed by these organizations was repeatedly modified as time passed by. On the one hand, the content had to be adapted to all the questions, which according to experience were becoming the subject of contractual negotiations, that is the way, time and place of loading of the goods, payment conditions, force majeure, passing of risk, etc. The need for workable contractual arrangements in practice, and of course the content was shaped by the different positions of the contracting parties in respect of their legal and economic power and, last but not least, by the actual economic situation.

The preparation of model contracts and the use of general commercial terms and conditions quickly developed and, as noted above, the attention has above all been paid to overseas transport. Gradually, the standard form contracts underwent changes not only in respect of their content and quality standards, but also in the persons that compiled them. In the beginning, it was the individual businessman who created the business conditions of his enterprise, but, over the time, the trade unions also took an active part in the process. Two of the aforementioned associations, viz the “Waren-Verein der Hamburger Börse” and the London Corn Trade Association became supplemented, for example, by the Silk Association of America and the “Bremer Baumwollbörse”, which created anew the whole collection of the business terms and conditions employed in their branch.

In the legal regulation of relations in international trade, the so-called unification of the laws has been also playing an increasingly important role, which may be understood as a targeted global or regional integration activity of the sovereign states on an intergovernmental level. At the beginning of the evolution of general commercial terms the international unification as a whole did not attract

---

15 Compare major changes with the Council Directive 93/13/EHS from 5. 4. 1993 about unfair terms in the consumer contracts.
18 In detail available at: <https://baumwollboerse.de/informationen/download/> (accessed on 5th November 2018).
much attention. At the beginning of the 20th century, when the use of general terms and conditions became more important in international business in general, unification of general commercial terms was rather deemed unnecessary, probably due to its small reach and the extreme nationalism of that time. The importance of the unification process became gradually acknowledged in the early sixties of the 20th century in connection with the steep rise of the European integration process.

Currently, it is hard to imagine that international business relations and the business environment could function without general commercial terms. A statement in the introduction to a contract that would refer to such terms will satisfy both the professional public and the business sector. Reality, theory, and case-law represent other lines, which are a crossing path in the environment of international business and in the separate levels of their collisions. These aspects create the need of finding answers to questions connected with the enforceability and sustainability of specific clauses in general commercial terms in front of the national courts. At the time, the absence of a system of supervision and interpretation by an international court of justice endanger the protective aspects in international business relations. The importance of general commercial terms is, of course, connected with the rise of international business, bound to the intensity of globalization of the world trade and to the demands of the highest degree of simplicity and standardization within the framework of international trade.

Associated with general commercial terms and the problems of their application are the assessment of their implementation and their incorporation into the contract; viz an economic view of the use of general commercial terms, a legally defined approach to their incorporation into the contract, a connection with the system of the Law of conflict of laws, and the choice of the law which is more favourable to the use of general commercial terms et cetera.

General commercial terms in Private International Law, and thus, in international business are undoubtedly related to the competition of individual legal systems in cases, where a choice of law is available for the contracting parties. Also the “competition” of legal systems and as a consequence thereof the existence of a “battle of promotional materials” may have a perceptible influence on the choice of the applicable law. The Law Society of England and Wales came up in 2001 with promotional materials where they have asserted that England and Wales were jurisdictions worth of the choice. That document was supplemented by the introduction of the Lord Chancellor who proudly reported that people are coming to carry out their businesses in this country because they offer a flexible and reliable legal system. The emphasis was mainly on the economic focus of English law. A first response from abroad was promptly published when the German Lawyers Association issued in 2008 a publication titled “Law made in Germany” and in this promotional material German lawyers emphasize that German law is clear, reliable, systematic and leading to legal certainty.

It is not appropriate to underestimate the ignorance of the law as well as the lack of knowledge of the national legal environment of foreign states. The competition and, in some cases, the export of foreign legal principles or methods may greatly affect real economic issues related to the business
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20 The fact that the judge-made English Common Law and the codified Civil Law in Continental Europe are in many aspects fundamentally different, may have had an underestimated influence on the BREXIT-referendum.
22 Ibid., p. 6.
and legal environment in the concerned countries. General commercial terms play an important role in the competition of the legal systems as well as in the international advocacy.

National legal systems adhere to different levels of intensity in the control of general commercial terms which are implemented through the general terms and conditions of the national law, that is, by the set of legal rules regulating the procedure of incorporation of general commercial terms into the contract, their implementation, the content of the control of this process, aspects connected with the ineffectiveness and the process of filling up the gaps resulting from the ineffectiveness of these general terms and conditions. The autonomy of the parties’ will allow businessmen to escape from the strict regulations and to resort to more favourable legal systems. The contracting parties may also consider their right to choose the law that should apply to their contract in accordance with the unified legal rules of Private International Law as provided in the EU by the “Rome I-Regulation.”

In the same way, the provisions of autonomous national conflict law of the concerned national legal systems have to be considered.

Apart from the difficult task to single out the most favourable legal solution for the participants in border-crossing business activities and the strictest legal order as well, it is also very difficult to describe the process of integrating the general commercial terms, the associated control of the process and the implications of the application of the relevant legal provisions. Meanwhile, according to some recent studies, popularity of some particular legal orders is declining whereas other legal systems are getting more and more thereof. However, as has already been outlined above, the issue is also related to international unified legislation, in particular to the UN-Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods.

In respect of the European systems of private law it is obvious that general commercial terms constitute a significant part of the business relation “B2B” and, according to some opinions, have even taken the place of business customs.

What is the reason for this undisputed position? At this point, we have to consider an economic concept of general commercial terms where entrepreneurs who standardize their contractual terms not only save much time but also the cost associated with the precise drafting of a complex contract. The current economic situation almost enforces the selection and use of general commercial terms. With the help of their use, it is to some degree guaranteed that the will of the businessperson will be properly communicated by her/his representatives. Additionally, the future potential
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risks in the process are reduced to a minimum when the general commercial terms apply.\textsuperscript{32} General commercial terms find their application also in matters that are not adequately addressed by statute law. Whether by filling gaps in statutes or international conventions or by ”easing the burden” of the non-mandatory law, it can be confirmed that, in general, business terms and conditions facilitate negotiations between the parties of an intended contract.

The aforementioned aspects, whether legal or economic, are, from an objective point of view, altogether valuable features. It is true, however, that the application of general commercial terms also reflects subjective aspects that are questionable with regard to the controlling function of the terms whether on a national or international level.

Users of general commercial terms are therefore unilaterally determining the content of the contract in a manner which is consistent with their business intentions. It is necessary to draw the attention to the fact that the user and translator of general commercial terms attempts to transfer to the contractual partner, as much as possible, the risk, which is associated with the implementation of the contractual relationship.\textsuperscript{33} This advantage is particularly questionable in view of the fact that avoidance of the danger of an inappropriate transfer of the risk is the fundamental goal of legal and judicial control of general commercial terms.\textsuperscript{34}

Together with the common provisions of general commercial terms also clauses which are connected to value issues determine the content of contracts in contemporary international business without being directly connected with the contract and which have not been stated at all in the general commercial terms. Thus, the contract quite often is only a short document that contains only essential elements of the agreement and leaves all other stipulated rights and obligations to the implemented general commercial terms.

The use of general commercial terms in the formation of contracts is, of course, a demanding issue, corrected not only by the provisions of the applicable law but also by the aforementioned perspective, on the basis of which the incorporation and implementation of the general commercial terms are assessed. Economic aspects and the legal environment have already been mentioned as corresponding to the models of the two most important approaches to the control of general commercial terms, namely the legal economic and the contractual theoretical approach. Both approaches are intertwined with the levels of private autonomy as the fundamental principle of the concerned legal orders. Another level consists in respect of possible conflicts of general commercial terms and private autonomy, where contractual theoretical as well as legal and economic perspectives of this issue may also be seen as different ways of finding a solution to these conflicts. The third fundamental path of solving this problem is through the ”control of the content” of general commercial terms.\textsuperscript{35}

\textsuperscript{32} BAUER, W. B.: Der Schutz vor unbilligen Allgemeinen Geschäftsbedingungen (AGB) im schweizerischen Recht (Schweizer Schriften zum Handels- und Wirtschaftsrecht). Zürich: Schulthess, 1977.


2.1 General commercial terms and Their Concept in International Trade

In practice, direct contractual stipulations of the parties to the contract are included into the contract in order to determine reciprocal rights and obligations.\(^{36}\) In the case of a written contract the content of such directly agreed terms shall result from the wording of the agreement or from the proposal for the conclusion of the contract which the other contract party accepts.

Other categories of contractual agreement are the indirect contractual stipulations which can be characterized as certain rules, which determine reciprocal rights and obligations of the parties without being expressly put into words in the contract. Thus, the fact that the reciprocal rights and obligations are determined thereby follows from the parties’ intention to be bound. An indirect contractual stipulation is not an explicit legal provision. It appears therefrom that the content of the legal relationship may also be determined by other contractual clauses referring in particular to the terms of trade, business practices, internationally recognized clauses governed by the rules on unloading\(^{37}\) and on other activities connected with the contract. The application of business custom is allowed by international law in international business and by domestic law in respect of domestic trade.\(^{38}\)

We distinguish business custom of trade from customary law, which is defined as a spontaneous rule of conduct, generally observed with the knowledge that it is a rule of law to be accepted. To become a legitimate source of customary law (or “legal custom”) it has to represent the opinio necessitatis or conviction of the necessity to use the rule, and also usus longaevus, viz the unchanged observance of the rule in practice over a long period of time. Legal custom is applicable in international business by itself and it is sanctioned by the state. Business custom which different states created in the trade between one another and is retained by them may differ from that practice.

This customary practice deals with the rules, which have been established and applies only to certain subjects; meanwhile business custom applies to an indeterminate number of subjects, developed mostly by the relevant business sector.

Rules of interpretation may also qualify as indirect contractual stipulations. Their main purpose lies in specifying certain clauses, which are commonly used in business relations and should be interpreted according to clearly defined rules. Probably the most frequently used and best known explanation of how certain trade terms are to be interpreted in international business are the INCOTERMS published and regularly updated by the International Chamber of Commerce in Paris.\(^{39}\) These INCOTERMS are interpretations of collateral clauses suggested for use in contracts with foreign business partners.\(^{40}\)

2.2 Characteristics of Business Terms and Conditions

Business terms and conditions are, thus, classified as indirect contractual arrangements. They are not always included in the contract, but more often they are attached to the contract, or they are printed


\(^{37}\) Available at: <https://iccwbo.org/resources-for-business/incoterms-rules/incoterms-rules-2010> (accessed on 5th November 2018).

\(^{38}\) Provision § 558 of Law No. 89/2012 Coll. Civil Code.

\(^{39}\) Another set of frequently used terms in international trade are payment clauses such as COD (“cash on delivery”), CEL (“cash before delivery”), D/P (“documents against payment”), or CAD (“cash against documents”).

on the reverse of the contract. Personally, I consider the second method to be more appropriate. In practice, people preparing an international commercial contract can avoid problems if they do not abstain from referring to these terms. Reference to INCOTERMS is considered to be a proper proceeding because in the absence of an indication of the year of their publication, it would not be easy to determine which business conditions had actually been used in a contractual relationship.³¹

Another characteristic of business terms and conditions is that they are considered to be subsidiary contractual arrangements. Business terms and conditions should address issues of a specific obligation in a contractual relationship which is not explicitly referred to in the contract. Only the essential elements of the contract are in such a case expressly stated in the contract itself, whereas other rights and obligations, respectively technical and quality requirements are specified in the terms and conditions. (e.g. transport modalities and passing of the risk of loss during transport).

Other features of business terms and conditions include abstractness. Business terms and conditions are more abstract than stipulations in individually negotiated contracts. Pre-formulated business terms and conditions are basically generalized contractual templates that complement the contract and rationalize and typify in particular frequently repeated and bulk deals.³² In the contract itself only the type, amount and little more must be specified.

Other attributes of business terms are their unambiguousness and comprehensiveness. However, these features are rather requirements than characteristics. In practice, it is undesirable for general commercial terms to contain unclear arrangements or formulations that could be ambiguous. However, as mentioned above, it will rather be a requirement for eliminating contradictions and avoiding disputes when it comes to mind.

Contractual partners should be fully aware of the terms and conditions incorporated in the contract and should be alerted by their existence since the consent of the contractual partners to their application and wording is required. Such an agreement may in theory be reached orally, because the conclusion of a contract is not dependent on a written form. It should also be possible to make a verbal reference to the content in business terms. Such a procedure cannot be recommended, however, because, it would then be very difficult to prove that consent.

Finally the compliance with mandatory law may be identified as another characteristic feature of business terms. Business terms that would be inconsistent with mandatory standards of the applicable law are absolutely invalid or ineffective. General terms and conditions are also used in domestic relations, but their main purpose is to meet the needs of international trade.

### 2.3 Terminological Differences in International Context

Further, it is necessary to examine the role of individual contractual terms and their concepts in the context of general commercial terms. Terms and conditions are part of multilateral legal acts and as such their contents are either already closed or should be closed. It is necessary to make a distinction between contract terms and unilateral declarations on the one hand, and legal relationships arising without contract by regulations of public law on the other. Thus, provisions or clauses affecting the creation of a contract which are not a part of its content must be considered, which means that they govern the prerequisites for the conclusion of the contract and the moment of its conclusion.

---

³¹ INCOTERMS are overhauled by the ICC every ten years: 1990, 2000, 2010 etc.
The concept of business terms and conditions is enshrined in the Czech Civil Code in Section 1751. General terms and conditions are designed for multiple application by the user and are implemented into the contract as conditions which are proposed by one party to the contract, viz the user, and submitted to the other contracting party when entering the negotiations.

It is not decisive whether general commercial terms of business form a separate part of the contract or whether the contract is incorporated into the document itself. They are often referred to internationally as general terms of the contract, general commercial terms, general sales conditions, or standard form contracts. The lay public also uses the term “small letter prints”. This denomination is, however, very inaccurate, because not everything written in small print is a general commercial term and vice versa, not any term of expression that is printed in small types contains general commercial terms. The form in which the general commercial terms are implemented is not primarily decisive, but their content is. Where general terms and conditions are used, there is a generalized abstract part incorporated in the contract. From a practical point of view, this part is standardized and provides important passages of the contract, since it contains specific rules on liability, confidentiality, commercial representation of the framework cooperation etc.

These clauses are intended for a larger group of contracts and also formulated for this group. For the assessment, whether they qualify as general commercial terms or not it is neither important that they are an integrated part of the contract or added as an annex to the contract, nor what content they have or how they are drawn up in a specific form.

2.4 Defining the types of business conditions

In defining the types of business conditions, Czech law provides Section 237 (1) of the Commercial Code which recognizes, on the one hand, general commercial terms drawn up by professional or charitable organizations and other manifestations of contractual conditions, on the other, for example stipulations inserted by one of the contracting parties.

The Civil Code deals with general commercial terms in Section 1752, although it retains the categorical classification in terms of the entities by which they are made. Furthermore, the Civil Code does not expressly specify which professional or interest organizations should have the right to draw up business conditions. It is possible that for one business area different organizations may create different general commercial terms in regard to the involved type of contracts.

The distinction between general terms and conditions and other business conditions was linked to the presumption of their general knowledge and acceptance. The terminological link, viz “general terms and conditions”, is often considered to be in compliance with the established terminology. Often the notions “business terms and conditions” and “general commercial terms” are understood synonymously. For the purposes of this study and with regard to the practice of international business and to the characteristics of the business terms the notion “General Terms and Conditions”, abbr. “GTC” shall be used for standardized instruments prepared for use by parties to an international contract.

---

43 Act No. 89/2012 Coll., Civil Code, until lately named as New Civil Code for its novelty.
Unification of model conditions may be the result of an international treaty, some of which are developed by international organizations, whether governmental or non-governmental, that are involved in the development of the logistics of international trade. The acceptance and use of these business conditions have grown gradually with the importance of export trade.

Of greater importance have become a number of UNCITRAL-Documents. In 1966, the UN decided to take part in the progressive harmonization of international trade law and constituted the UN Commission on International Trade Law, abbr. UNCITRAL. This Commission focuses on the preparation and negotiation of multilateral international treaties, the negotiation and presentation of unifying model regulations, legislative recommendations, and other activities.⁴⁷

Another set of Documents and principles concerning international trade and commerce has been elaborated by the International Chamber of Commerce, abbr. ICC. The ICC is a global business organization with representations of businesses from the entire world. Among the ICC-documents with the greatest relevance are the INCOTERMS. Other important documents issued by the ICC are The Uniform Custom and Practice for Documentary Credits, The Rules for the ICC Court of Arbitration, Uniform Rules for Contract Guarantees, and the Force Majeure and Hardship Clauses.⁴⁸

In the year 1964 the diplomatic conference in La Hague approved the Uniform Laws on International Sales, viz two “unification laws”, one of which was focussing on the substantive law of international sale of goods whereas the second focused on “formation” of contracts for international sale of goods. The (Hague) Uniform Laws on International Sales had little success however, since they were found to be too complicated. Cases applying the uniform law have been reported more or less only from German and Italian courts, whereas English Lawyers paid no attention to The Hague Sales Law, since the application of the English Uniform Laws on International Sales Act 1967 depended on an opting in by the parties to an international contract for the sale of goods.⁴⁹

Different model contracts and general commercial terms are also used by parties concluding international contracts in the construction sector.⁵⁰ A number of model conditions for international business relations are mainly used in the Anglo-American environment, for example the “Conditions of Contract for Works of Civil Engineering Construction” or the “General Conditions of Contract for Civil Works”.⁵¹

2.5 Business terms, different contractual arrangements, interpretation rules, and their relationship

The relationship between general terms and conditions on the one hand and individual contractual arrangements on the other are dealt with by the Czech Civil Code which indicates preference for individually agreed contractual arrangements. Thus, if in practice a situation arises where general
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⁴⁷ Available at: <http://www.uncitral.org/> (accessed on 5th November 2018).
⁵⁰ In the Czech Republic for example General Terms and Conditions for the construction, issued by S.I.A. Czech Republic – Construction Council and Economic Chamber of the Czech Republic under the auspices of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic and the Ministry for Regional Development of the Czech Republic, compare further: <http://fidic.org/book-product-type/works-civil-engineering-construction> (accessed on 5th November 2018).
⁵¹ As developed by the UNDP (United Nations Development Program).
terms of business would govern a particular matter differently from the individually negotiated contract, the latter will prevail in accordance with Section 1751 (1) of the Civil Code, against any contradictory provisions of the business conditions.

The Czech Civil Code also provides an answer to the question how a possible conflict between business conditions and differing contractual arrangements should be resolved. In practice, such a case could occur if, for example, the contract will set a different clause for the rules of delivery in compliance with the INCOTERMS 2010 rather than with “private” general business conditions forming the basis of a contract. The Czech Civil Code in Section 1754 (1) provides that where the parties apply a clause which is used in the contract, it is considered that they intended to produce the legal effects provided for by the rules of interpretation to which they have resorted in the contract, or those rules of interpretation, which are usually applied in view of the nature of the contract. Under paragraph 2, if one party of the contract is not an entrepreneur, the clause can be invoked if there is evidence that this meaning must have been known by the other party.

2.6 Terms of business in other legislation and set of rules


Significant attention is also paid to rules in general terms and conditions for the sale of goods in international trade law. The focus of the international instruments in the field of sale of goods lies primarily on business conditions and model contracts created by specialized organizations.

These terms and conditions are binding on the parties if they have negotiated their application in the contract. For contracts for the supply of capital goods in the international trade, it is typical that their realization takes place through several distinct types of transactions. Generally, it is a combination of the supplies of goods and services and the execution of certain works. Another characteristic feature of these types of contracts is their technological complexity and financial difficulty. Investors are often states, represented by their authorities or specialized international corporations acting as suppliers.⁵²

As regards the law of conflict of laws, there are several options for the choice of the applicable law in these contracts, of which the most ideal appears to be the inclusion of a choice of law rule by the parties in the contract itself. However, as stated in specialized publications,⁵³ there exist in many countries appropriate regulations for certain national and international business contracts such as model business conditions and sample contracts which the parties may adopt as a basis for their agreements. These rules on the procurement in the public construction sector are used in the
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Federal Republic of Germany. However, in respect of party autonomy, they are not automatically applied but dependent on parties’ consent.

In practice a big number of International Business Conditions has been created by governmental and non-governmental organizations. These contracting regulations generally also contain specific provisions on the determination of the applicable law. For example, Article 5 of the Model Turkey Contract for Major Projects\(^5\) provides that the applicable law is the law of the State into which the investment unit is supplied unless otherwise agreed by the parties.

It is also appropriate to provide a demonstration of commercial terms and model contracts created by governmental and non-governmental international organizations in the field of international supply of goods, including Standard Terms and Conditions of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, the World Bank publication, i.e. standardized tender supplies of investment units. The European Development Fund and its general rules and general conditions for work contracts, supply contracts, and service contracts, and contracts funded by the European Development Fund. Business Terms of the International Federation of Consulting Engineers, abbr. FIDIC, and the Model Contracts and Clauses on Drafting and Negotiating Commercial Contracts of the International Chamber of Commerce in Paris.

The importance of general terms and conditions in international trade and international sales contracts is evident not only in the day-to-day legal practice but also in the event of disputes arising in the performance of contracts with an international element. It is clear that both, practice and theory, consider the inclusion of choice-of-law arrangements, of clauses on the international jurisdiction of the court or arbitration clauses, as pillars of treaties that initiate export or import issues. Also clauses on the extent, limitation, or distribution of liability in case of a breach of contracts can be suggested in the form of general commercial terms and can be very helpful for contracting parties who are not familiar with foreign contract practices as well as foreign law and legal terminology.

In practice, not only the assumption of the validity of general commercial terms, but also their interaction with the relevant legislation plays an important role for negotiating and concluding international business contracts. The general problem of international trade is, that it is regulated not only by the provisions of national rules on Private International Law, by international conventions, substantive national contract laws and general terms and conditions for commercial contracts. In recent years a great number of regulations and directives concerning the rules of conflict of laws and the specific features of certain contracts have been enacted by the EU thereby adding complexity and circumstantiality to the already complicated situation. With the implementation and existence of general commercial terms are related questions of their interaction with the emergence of a contract law relationship, the impact on its existence or the avoidance of its occurrence and, of course, the question related to the assessment of the situation in which the general commercial terms can become part of the treaties themselves.

The peculiar problems resulting from the specific situations associated with the application of general commercial terms as well as with the established business practice and the need for a specific reference to the implementation of the general trading conditions are of major concern for modern trade and commerce. Together with the issue of commercial law and other co-occurring phenomena they constitute an important chapter of international business relations. Last but not least, it
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is also necessary to discuss the possible collision of general commercial terms on which a contract may be based and its solution. The issue of the relevance of general conditions is also related to the manifestations of the parties’ intention connected with the conclusion of the contract itself and the creation of its content, which is undoubtedly linked to the control of the scope and impact of the effect of general conditions of trade.

3 CONCLUSION

It is clearly evident, therefore, that both the breadth of the problems and their importance for the commercial practice can, in particular, be demonstrated for international trade relations. From the point of view of mutual interaction, it is, of course, necessary to take into account the practical importance of the international harmonization of certain areas of commercial law. In particular, the interaction of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (abbr. CISG) with the national regulations of the national laws of the 89 States which have ratified the CISG so far, among them the Czech Republic, The term “general commercial terms”, is not defined by the CISG.

Within individual national regulations, we encounter different definitions of general commercial terms, and in the context of the gaps in international conventions, it is a question of whether national laws can fill these gaps. The issue of general commercial terms is important not only from the point of view of the practical and legal analytical approach but also from the point of view of the economic contribution and importance of this institute. Their application occurs not only in the international sales contract between entrepreneurs but also in the consumer legal relations, viz in relations between businessmen and consumers. Issues related to the application of widely recognized general terms and conditions concern e.g. the various options and ways of payment, the modes of conveyance, the transfer of risks and the limitation or exclusion of liability.

As discussed above, it must be considered that all issues related to the use of general commercial terms cannot be settled by the reference to national legal concepts only, but depend on the compliance with an international and cross-border perception of many legal relationships, since the question of the existence and evaluation of general commercial terms is linked to the approach of the applicable law or the rules of the CISG if the law of a contracting state is involved. Meanwhile, this international convention has been ratified by virtually all advanced states with the exception of the United Kingdom.

Since 1988, when CISG entered into effect for ten pioneer states, important developments have been launched and numerous adjustments proposed within the activities of international organizations and institutions, such as the Principles for the Use by Parties of UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts, the attempt to create a uniform European contract law based

55 On April 11, 1980, the UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods was negotiated in Vienna. On behalf of the Czech and Slovak Federative Republic, the Convention was signed in New York on 1 September 1981 and published under No. 160/1991 Coll.

on the principles of European Contract Law, abbr. PECL and, most intensively of course, questions connected to the Draft Common Frame of Reference, abbr. DCFR. All these activities are the results of the long-term tendency of harmonizing contract law and of comparative research in various scientific circles and practical committees. Currently the reform process has turned towards common principles rather, than to hard and fast statutory rules of the subject matter.57

Modifications aiming at unification and harmonization of laws have brought significant progress within the EU in the area of conflict issues for both contractual and non-contractual obligations.58 In connection with this unification trend, the issue of development within the framework of substantive law and the related issues of the preparation of a European Private Code have also continued, however, less intensively as before. Currently, the negative developments in European integration are indicative of stagnation and failure in such endeavours. There is also no talk of codifying European private law in the context of the European Parliament's motions addressed to the European Commission requesting the creation of a European Civil Law.59 Thus, even reform projects for a limited field of contract law like the Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on a Common European Sales Law60 apparently have no chance to be realized within a foreseeable time. The evolution within the European Commission has not only stagnated but has even been interrupted and, in the light of current political developments, has been replaced by a direction beyond the unification framework and strictly limited to harmonization.61 In view of these developments, it appears, at least for the moment, inappropriate to rely on the adaptation of questions relating to general commercial terms and standard-form contracts within EU-law and its unifying impact.62
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